Clinical Companion

The age of the paper patient record is over.
Clinical Companion is your secure gateway to
up-to-the-minute patient information, anywhere, anytime.

Clinical Companion is a white-label mobile app, enabling clinicians to access
patient information, communicate, and collaborate on the go. The app helps to
improve workflow efficiency and quality of patient care.
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Benefits of Clinical Companion
On-the-Go Access

Up-to-Date Information

On-the-go access enables clinicians to
spend more time with patients

Provides up-to-the minute information on
patient lab results, allergies, conditions
and medications

Synced and Shared

Resource Efficient

Photos and notes are securely synced
to Orion Health Clinical Portal and can
be shared between users, eliminating
security issues caused by staff using
consumer-focused photo apps

Reduces reliance on shared workstations,
potentially reducing cost

White Label Application
‘White label’ application which can be
branded to suit your organisation

Features
Up-to-Date Patient Info

Secure Photos

Clinical Companion provides clinicians with a concise
summary of a patient’s health, giving them the ability
to view the latest patient info—wherever they are.
Based on the user’s configuration clinicians will have
access to; patient demographics (name, age, gender,
address, and contact info), lab results, allergies,
alerts, conditions, and medications.

One of the biggest security issues facing health
organisations is the widespread use of consumerfocused photo apps, which save photos to the
device. Photos in Clinical Companion are secured
within the app and saved to the master patient
record, not to the device camera roll.

Collaborative Worklists

Clinical Companion allows clinicians to create secure
notes about the patient that can be kept private or
shared with the rest of the care team.

Collaborative Worklists provide clinicians on-thego access to lists of patients under their care.
Accessible across Clinical Portal and Clinical
Companion, collaborative worklists can be easily
shared amongst the care team, enabling greater
collaboration. A list of recently viewed patients
helps with quick access to the users most commonly
viewed patients.
Patient Search
Clinicians can search for patients by their primary
identifier or by first and last name. Search on-thego reduces the time required to sign-on to a clinical
workstation and locate a patient record.

Shared Quick Comments

Task Management
The Task feature allows clinicians to easily create,
manage, and keep track of their daily patient task lists.
Syncs With Portal
Changes to patient lists, comments, and photos
sync with Clinical Portal allowing users access to the
latest information.

Future-proof your journey from Interoperability to Population Health and Precision Medicine.
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Find out more at orionhealth.com/global/products/amadeus
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